COURSES AVAILABLE FOR ROYAL HOLLOWAY STUDENTS AT OTHER LONDON COLLEGES, 2018-2019

You can only apply via Royal Holloway rather than through the host institution. Further details and descriptions of the different courses can be found on the host institution’s website and on the IHR website.

KING’S COLLEGE, LONDON

Group 2 Courses

5AAH2001 Friends: Political Bonds in Late Medieval and Renaissance Italy, 1300-1550

5AAH2002 European Jewry and the Transition to Modernity 1650-1850

5AAH2005 Crime and Law in Early Modern England

5AAH2008 British Economic History from the Eighteenth to the Early Twentieth Century

5AAH2010 Faith, Nation and Empire in Modern East-Central Europe (1800-present)

5AAH2021 Aristocratic Society and Culture

5AAH2022 The Black Death in England

Group 3 Courses

6AAH3001/02 Romans and Barbarians: The Transformations of the Roman West 350-700

6AAH3009/10 Women and Gender in Early Modern England

6AAH3061/62 Sensing the Renaissance, 1400-1650

6AAH3069/70 Young Lives: Growing up in Liverpool, London, Melbourne and Sydney, 1870-1970

6AAH3073/74 Love and Fear: Political Thought and the Passions in Italy
QUEEN MARY COLLEGE, LONDON

Group 2

HST5109 Outsiders in the Middle Ages

Group 3

HST6710 Saladin, Richard the Lionheart & the Third Crusade
HST6711 Slaves on Horses: State and Society under the Mamluks
HST6713 Lives, Letters and Lifestyles: English Political Society during the Wars of the Roses
HST6714 Apocalypse Now: Crisis, Change and Later Medieval Mentalities
HST6731 The Russian Revolution and Civil War, 1917-21
HST6734 France: Occupation, Resistance and Collaboration in the Second World War
HST6735 Reinventing Ourselves: Psychology, Sex and Chemistry in Modern Britain
HST6736 British Cinema and the Second World War: Propaganda, Myth and Memory
HST6740 We the People: Democracy in America, 1787-1861
HST6742 Women, Family and Work in Post-War Britain
HST6745 Exhibiting the First World War
HST6746 The Idea of ‘the West’: A History from the Nineteenth to the Twenty-First Century
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON

Group 2
HIST2108  Understanding the Early Mesopotamian World
HIST2201  The Medieval Universe
HIST2204  Social Systems in Religious History
HIST2302  The Industrial Revolution
HIST2420  India and the Global Economy, 1500 – Present

Group 3
HIST3109  Temple Life in Assyria and Babylonia
HIST3110  Competitive Men: The Politics of Competition in Ancient Greece
HIST3206  Popes, Caliphs and Sacred Law, 350-850
HIST3410  Modernity and Modernism
HIST3427  The City of London in the Age of Global Capital 1870-1914
GOLDSMITHS COLLEGE

Group 2 Courses

HT52076A  Health, Healing and Illness in Africa
HT52102C  Mediterranean Encounters: Venice and the Ottoman Empire, 1453-1797
HT52126  The Central Powers in the First World War, 1914-18
HT52207A  Utopian Visions: The Soviet Experience through the Arts
HT52xxx  Bodies and Drugs: A Global History of Medicine

Group 3 Courses

HT53036A/B  Sex and the African City: Gender and Urbanisation in Southern Africa
HT53107C/D  Poverty, Dress and Identity in Nineteenth-Century England
HT53120A/B  Life in the Trenches: Perspectives on British Military History, 1914-18
HT53208A/B  Medicine on the Silk Roads: Traditions and Transmissions
HT53xxxA/B  Mughals, Munshis and Mistresses: Society and Rule in Early Colonial India